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INTRODUCTION: 

The collapse of the Portuguese Colonial empire and the acceleration 
of the struggle for black majority rule have combined to make 
Southern Africa one of the major centres of contemporary 
international conflict. 

The Soviet Union, should they gain control of the Southern 
African Region, will achieve much because of the regions strategic 
position, its strategic minerals. 
What are the objectives the USSR seeks to achieve in this region? 
What is the prognosis of future Soviet policy? What implications 
may be ~rawn for the other non-African forces and the internal 
forces }' These and other questions will be analysed in this study. 
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SOVIET OBJECTIVES : 

Major Soviet objectives in Southern Africa appear to be four in 
number. The first is to spread the political and economical 
influence of the Soviet Union in a manner consonant with its 
role as a world power. 
The second, related to the first, is to diminish or eliminate 
Western influence and control. This goal, it should be stressed, 
is pursued outside the general framework of East-West detente. 
The third objective is to promote the USSR's political - security 
interests, especially as these involve the Soviet Navy. 
Finally, the Soviet Union seeks to counter the ideological and 
political challenge to the Peoples Republic of China (PRC).2) 

These objectives can fall into 3 broadly defined.categories. 

The first category is composed of objectives which have been 
explicitly DECLARED by the Soviet Government. 3) 

These objectives include establishing and improving relations with 
the front line States of Angola, Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia; 
strengthening and supporting national liberation movements of 
South Africa and Namibia; 
opposing and removing colonialism and racism; 
supporting and aiding what the Soviet Union identifies as national 
independance and social progress. 

The second category of Soviet objectives in Southern Africa may 
be views as a corollary of the first and includes two clear, 
undeclared aims of Soviet Policy ; ) These are reduction of American 
and Western Europe influence over the area and the reduction of 
Communist Chinese influence over the area. 

The third category of Soviet objectives includes at least three 
pragmatic though hn>othetical goals, each of which has been 
specifically denied by the Soviet Union.5) This category of objectives 
include obtaining military base rights and reconnaissance rights 
in the area; 
reducing American and Western European access to the rich mineral 
resources of the region and threatening the oil supply lines of the 
United States and Western EuropeQ 
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Each of these categories will be individually examinedo Often 
the objectives within one category are often directly related to 
the objectives in other categories. 
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OBJECTIVES SPECIFIED BY THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT: 

The clearest official Soviet Government statement on its 
objectives in Southern Africa was the USSR's "statement on 
Africa Policy" released on June 23, 1978. 
In this statement the Soviet Government argued that it sought to 
strengthen and expand its "peaceful relations" with all legitimately
ruling African governments; 
to aid national liberation movements throughout Southern Africa 
in the struggles against outside domination; 
to oppose colonialism, neocolonialism and racism; and to support 
progressive programmes adopted by African Governments which had 
embarked on the non-capitalist path of development. 6J 

During the 1960's Soviet support for various African groups operating 
against the Portuguese in Angola and Mazambique had gradually increased. 
The Russians had also begun to show some interest in Rhodesia 
(now Zimbabwe) through ZAPU (Zimbabwe African People's Union). 
The USSR also show some interest in South Africa at present through 
the ANC and PAC. 

The public declaration of objectives produces certain dividends 
for the USSR. They intend to expand economic, military and cultural 
relations with the front-line states in Southern Africao 
By specifying these objectives, the Soviet Un'on has endevoured 

-; 
to gain a voice in Southern African affairs. 

Soviet support for the National liberation movements emanates from a 
Soviet attempt to improve its relations with the front-line states. 
The Soviet Union's opposition to colonialism, neocolonialism and 
racism is also another reason for supporting the national liberation 
movements. Without exception, leaders of the front-line states and 
the national liberation movements in Southern Africa have ver)bally 
assaulted the vestiges of European presence in the region. i 

Finally the Soviet objective of supporting progressive governments 
embarked on non-capitalist paths of development theoretically coincides 
with the objectives of at least four of the front-line governments. 
MPLA and Frelimo (two ruling parties in Angola and Mozambique) have 
adopted "scientif'ic socialism" as part of their party progra.mmeso 

The Soviet Union loudly supports this 
efforto 
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CLEAR THOUGH UNSPECIFIED OBJECTIVES 

Soviet declarative objectives in Southern Africa carcy us within 
a hidden agenda of reducing and potentially eliminating US and 
Chinese influences in the region. 
Given Soviet identification of American influences as "imperialistic'' 
and of Chinese influence as expansionistic and given the exista.nce 
of real and tangible rivalry which exists between and among these 
three nations, it is understandable that the USSR would seek at 
the very least to reduce US and Chinese influence in Southern 
Africa • .9) 

Warnings about the dangers of imperialism and admonishments about the 
insidiousness of US policy may thus be viewed as two sides of the 
same coin - an effort to reduce US influence in the area. Parallel 
to these efforts are Soviet desires to reduce Chinese influence 
over these areas. Sino-Soviet rivalry in Southern Africa has long 
been a division force within the front-li~e states and national 
liberation movements of Southern Africa. \o 

The Sino-Soviet struggle for influence can be seen in Z.imbabwean politics. 
Mugabe's ZANU party's policies are depicted as "Marxism-Leninism of 
Maoist Thought" and )Nkomo's ZANU prefers a more orthodox Soviet 

ti 

model of socialism. Sino-Soviet rivalry has been well documented in 
the Angolan national liberation movement as well. The Soviet's 
supported MPLA wheras China supported FNLA and UNITA. The Soviet's 
have labelled FNLA and UNITA "splittists" since MPLA established 
control of Luanda and have accused these movements, China and the USA 
of collaborating with South Africa in an effort to establish 
neocolonialism in Angola. 

It is rather evident that the Soviet Union seeks to eliminate US and 
Chinese influence over this area. 
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POSSIBLE OBJECTIVES : 

Three possible Soviet objectives in Southern Africa include 
obtaining military base rights and reconnaissance rights in the 
area; reducing American and Western Europe access to minerals of 
the area ect. However the Soviet denies these allegations but 
the doubts still continue to linger in the minds of those to be 
affected. 

Some of these doubts stem directly from Soviet behaviour Soviet 
military presence in Southern Africa has been indeed growing. 
Soviet recconnaissance flights do fly out of Luanda and navalaqu.adrons 
have called in Angola; Tanzania and Mozambique. 

Other doubts, particularily mineral resources and oil stem from 
Southern Africa's wealth and stategic location. The manipulation of 
these minerals and other resources can play a part in either offensive 
or defensive strategy on the part of the Soviet Union in the area. 

It would be a threat to the security of the west if the Soviet Union 
gained control of this area. Southern Africa accounts for 69% of the 
worlds gold production; 64% of the worlds gem and industrial diamond 
production; 3~ of its chromite product·on; 22% of its copper production 

fL 
and 28~ of its antimony and platinumo 

Gold is not found in a:ny other region other than Southern Africa and 
the Soviet Union. Should the Soviet Union gain control over this rgion, 
it will be in open contact with the worlds entire strategic mineralso 

At the same time, with Southern Africa astride the tanker route from 
the Persian Gulf to the US and Western Europe, the Soviet presence in 
Southern Africa evokes fears that Western states, in the event of east
west crisis, may be vulnerable to Soviet pressure. 

The Southern Africa territory is much better of than most countries in 
Africa regarding food shortage, development, strategic position, strategic 
materials and economic crisis. ) Thus the Soviet Union would be very 

\3 
much interested in this area. 
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The world's major Im.own resources are concentrated in Southern 
Africa and the USSR. Thus should the Soviet's gain control of 
this area, they would virtually control the entire world. 

INSTRUMENTS OF SOVIET POLICY: 

Instruments of Soviet Policy toward Southern Africa may be broaify 
classified as diplomacy, military support, and trade and aid. ~+ 

DIPLOMACY : 

Until recently Soviet diplomatic contacts with Southern Africa have 
ISJ 

been rather limited. Soviet efforts to send a high level delegation 
to the independant states in the area did not succeed until 19770 

In addition to the increased number of recent contacts between the 
Soviet Union and Southern Africa, it should also be noted that these 
contacts took place on a higher level. Thus, two Soviet Politburo 
members travelled to the front-line states in 1977e 

There can be no doubt then, that diplomacy plays a key role in Soviet
Southern Afr'can relations, both in state-to-state and in party-to-party 

, f> 
elections. 

1 

The Soviet President Podgorny visited the front-line states in March 
1977. Podgorny met with ZAPl:J leader, Nkomo; SWAPO leader Sam Nujoma 
and .ANC leader Oliver Tambe. Since Podgory's trip Soviet relations 
with the front-line States have remained friendly and cordial although 
there are clear indications of African hesitancy to become too 
intimate with the USSR. Soviet relations with the National liberation 

17) 
movements have followed suit. 

The Soviet Union intends to continue with diplomatic relations with 
countries of this region in the hope to gain control over the area. 
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MILITARY SUPPORT: 

Soviet military support to the front-line states and national 
liberation movements is the most viable instrument of Soviet policy 
in Southern Africa. It is this element of Soviet policy which has 
raised American, Chinese, Western European, and some African concern 
that the USSR has embarked on a policy of African expansion. 

Un.til the outbreak of the Angolan Civil war, Soviet military presence 
in southern Africa was minjmal. In the decade 1965-74, Soviet Union 
transferred only £3 million worth of arms into all of Southe~ Africa. 
In 1976, the figure climbed to an astonishing £236 milliono ' 3) 

Soviet arms transfers to Zambia increased in 1976, although President 
Kenneth Kaunda was highly critical of Soviet involvement in the 
Angolan Civil War. ,~) 

Arms were and are presently being transferred to may non-ruling and 
national liberation movements such as SWAPO, ANC, ZANU, ZAPU and FNLA. 
Western news sources carried reports of Soviet military equipment being 
shipped to front-line states for transmittal to particularily ZAPU 
and to a lesser extent ZANU and SWAPO. Much of the equipment was 
handed in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania and Maputu, Mozambique. 

The Soviet Union, along with Cuba and certain Eastern European 
Countries, also engages in training and advisory activities. Soviet 
advisors are currently in all front-line states except Botswana. It 
has been reported the ZAPU and SWAPO guerillas have trained in the 
Soviet Union and Cubae 20

) 

There is little doubt that Soviet policy objectives in Southern Africa 
have been furthered by so called "surrogate forces 0 in Southern Africao 
Although it is generally accepted that surrogate forces operate in 
Southern Africa, with considerable Soviet encouragement and financial 
support, there is little agreement on how widespread these surrogate 

forces will become. 
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When the Soviet's expanded their military involvement in Angola, 
Kaunda of Kenya lambasted the Russi~s. 

<2-\) about Soviet intentions in Africa. 
Botswana has also doubts 

Soviet military aid to national liberation movement's, especially 
those of Zimbabwe seem complicated. Soviet's funnelled most of 
their military support to ZAPU because of ZANU leader, Mugabe's 
philosophy "Marxism/Leninism of Maoist thought". 

Soviet military aid to South African national liberation movements 
is on the increase and this can be seen in the amount of military 
equipment found by South Africa which can be traced to Soviet origin. 

TRADE AND AID: 

Soviet trade and aid in Southern Africa has shown no growth since 
1975. The only major exception to this rule is Soviet trade in 
Angola. 

Given the economic hardships brought about by Southern African 
conflicts and the underdeveloped status of Southern African economies, 
it is somewhat surprising that the USSR has not chosen to direct 
more trade and aid to Southern Africa. Soviet Authorities maintain 
that trade and aid are instruments for "strengthening national and 
economic independance" and are therefore "useful weapons" against 
imperialism. Although this is the case there is no extensive trade 
and aid to the Southern African region by the Soviet Uniono 22) 

There are several reasons for this:- i:2-)..) 

First, Trade and Aid have not proven overly effective in providing 
long-term reductions of potential opponents, nor providing long-term 
increases in one's own influence. The superpowers have discovered this. 

Second, the USSR itself is concentrating an_intern.al development and 
thus extends limited credit and offers little aid. 



Third, Soviet trade authorities apparently seek to have a surplus 
in trade balance with the developing countries, perhaps to offest 
the trade deficit the USSR has with developed countries. 

Finally, Southern African states themselves: may be somewhat 
hesitant to become too closely tied in an economic sense to the 
USSR. The West has capital to invest, the USSR does not. Thus 
the front-line states have called for increased Western investments 
in these States. Angola trade with the Soviet Union has also 
dropped considerably. 

Soviet policy toward Southern. Africa continues to be dominated 
by diplomatic and military factors, with no change of emphasis in 
sight • 

.§ETBACKS ON SOVIET POLICY : -i.
4

) 

Regardless of Soviet objectives the USSR seeks and regardless of what 
instrument of policy it chose to employ, there are various factors 
inhibiting progress of Soviet policy in Southern Africa. 
These factors include but are not limited to Nationalism, National 
Liberation Rivalry, Economics and Non-African countermoves. However 
these are the major factors and they will be discussed. 

NATIONALISM: 

Nationalism sentiment in the front-line states appears both to aid the 
Soviet Union in its efforts to reduce US and Chinese influence in the 
region and at the same time to hinder the Soviet Union in its attempts 
to expand its own influence in the area. 25> 

Nationalism has often manifested itself in an unwillingness to become 
or remain independant on non-African actors. Southern,,African states 
have in most cases been willing to accept economic, military- and technical 
from any nation willing to extend it. This has led to frustrations for 
non-African states involved in the area. 
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In Angola, Agostinho Neto regularly declared his governments 
intention to repay all aid it received from the Soviet Union. 
Despite the decisive importance of Soviet and Cuban military support 
to the MPLA, as early as July 1976, reports had been surfacing 
of disagreements between the Soviets) and Neto about the non-aligned 

Q.C 
Stan_ce Neto reportedly preferred. 

Neto reported that his country was grateful for the assistance it 
received from the Soviet Union, but it also wanted peaceful relations 
with all other nations. Since Neto's death, there has been no 
noticeable change in Soviet-Angolan relations. 

In Mozambique, Samora Machel, stated that his country's relations 
with USSR was "exemplary" but as Soviet economic and mili taff aid 
was insufficient, he looked for assistance from the West. ~

7 

Tanzanian president, Julies Nyrere was highly critical of the West 
for its apparent lack of support for majority rul.e in South Africa, 
and at the same time has been highly supportive of the Soviet-Cuban 
presence in Southern Africa. This he explained, the threat of 
southern African dependance was greater from the west that the east. 
Nyrere also declared; "Tanz~ ian does not want anyone from outside 
Africa to govern Africa". 28 

On the whole then, the front-line States have been unwilling to maintain 
extremely close ties with the USSR. Nationalism in Southern Africa 
is without doubt a force with which the USSR must contend. 
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NATIONAL LIBERATION RIVALRY: 

Riva1ry within the various national liberation movements is a second 
major factor which complicates Soviet policy in Southern Africa. 
In Angola, civil war still rages between the MPLA, the ruling party 
and the FNLA and UNITA. Because the latter two get support from 
USA, China and RSA, these two have been labelled "splittists" by 
the Kremlin. The USSR claims that this split was caused by western 
neocolonial intrigueso It has -0een clear for sometime that the 

'J. di)) 
USSR has opted for the MPLA. 

However in Namibia, SW.A:PO appears to be the only major political 
force which actively seeks independance and Black majority ruleo 
The Soviet Union is firmly behind SWA.PO in its efforts. 

In South Africa, Soviet support is tended to both the ANC and SACPo 
The SACP is not particularly influential, but support for the ANC is 
continually increasing. 

It was in Zimbabwe that the USSR forced the difficult choice. The 
Soviets aroently patronized the ZANU and ZAPCJ. Towards the latter 
part of the liberation, support was directed almost entirely to 
ZAPU. ZAND eventually came into power and had received aid from a 

30) 
variety Of sources. 

Thus National liberation rivalry creates a major setback in Soviet 
policy in Southern Africa. 
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ECONOMICS: 

The internecine warfare of the last half decade has seriously 
degraded the national economics of all states in the region. In 
Angola, the Civil war has destroyed what little industry the country 
had. White flight following ind, pendance had an adverse impact 
on both Angola and Mozambiqueo 3~ 
Zambia and Angola are both in short facing bankrupcy. All the 
front-line states economies are weak. Only South Africa's economy 
remains strong. 

The implications on Soviet policy are obvious. The entire region 
needs economic assistance and the Soviet Union has extended very 
little. 

It may be the economic extingencies that may force the front-line 
states to apply pressure to the national liberation movements to 
accept gradual transition to black rule. The need for military 
equipment will obviously be reduced thereby depriving the USSR of 
one of its )two basic effective instruments of policy in Southern 

~l 
Africa. 
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NON-AFRICAN COUNTERMOVES : 

Increased Soviet activity in the Southern African region has 
directly precipitated increased Western activity in the region. 
Indeed it may be argued that the entire face of US policy has 
been altered by Soviet presence in the Southern African region. 
In 1976, US Secretary of State Kissinger promised American support 
for Black majority rule. Since then the US has supported the 
national liberation movements, and in conjunction with Great 
Britian, have continually so~ ht to arrange an acceptable peaceful. 
transition to black rule. ~3) 

Both the US and Great Britian have taken steps to increase their 
economic aid to the region. Great Britian cancelled the debt 
of £1,74 billion in loans it had previously made to Commonwealth 
Nations, including Botswana and Tanzania and in mid November 1979 
Great Britian ended its economic sanctions against Zimbabwe. The 

USA followed suit in December. o+) 

The Soviet Union, of course, argues that these policies are neocolonial 
in nature. The USSR is particularly fond of accusing USA and China 
of co-operating to establish regional hegemony. In any event, the 
USSR recognises that these nations retain considerable influence 
throughout Southern Africa and their successes and failures in this 
region will determine successes of the Soviet Union in this 
region. 
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CAPE SEA ROUTE : 

Long before the oil crisis of 1973 the S.A. Government encouraged 
the view that the Cape Route was of fundamental importance to 
Western Europe and North America. It is estimated that 9G.' of 
European NATO's oil supply and 70<!, of its strategic y aterials 
pass within a few miles of the Cape of Good Hope. 

35 

The Soviet naval presence in the Indian Ocean is interpreted 
as a preparation for the interception of this traffico 
It is more likely that the Russians naval interest in the Indian 
Ocean is for the purpose of 'showing the flag " and to show that '3G.) 

Russia is ready to play a decisive role in Southern African affairs . 



CONCLUSION: 

All things considered, it cannot be argued that Soviet policy 
has been successful in achieving its objectives in Southern 
Africa. Western and Chinese influence in Southern Africa has 
perceptively decreased. 
The boldest attempt by Moscow to capitalize on the independence 
struggle in order to establish a revolutionary foothold in 
Southern Africa came in the Belgian Congo and Angola. 
None-theless, large scale Soviet interests in Southern Africa 
necessitates careful policy responses on the part of the US. 
Neither the front-line States and national liberation movements 
appear inclined to adopt a blindly pro-Soviet or anti-American 
stance in the long term. 
In the final analysis, the future of Southern Africa will be 
determined by the people of the region themselves. 
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Tanzani,m troops with 7,62 mm 
"Goryunov" machine-gun of 
Soviet manuf;icture. (Photo 
Camerapix.) 

Tanzanian leaders in 
military review on Zanzibar 
Island. A 37-mm anti-aircraft 
gun (M1939, Soviet) passes 
the dias. (Photo Camerapix.) 
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Tanzanian troops man 
7,62 mm gun on Soviet arm•· 
ed personnel carriers. The 
soldiers are wearing East 
German-type helmets. 

Soviet 57-mm anti-tank 
guns supplied to Tanzanian 
forces by Russia. (Photo 
Camerapix.) 
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Renamo 
tells or 

massacre 
Of 550 

LISBON-Mozambican reb
els claimed here that Gov
ernment forces killed more 
than 550 civilians in air and 
ground attacks on villages 
near a central guerilla base 
recently abandoned by the 
rebels. 

A spokesman for Renamo 
said troops from Mozam
bique, Zimbabwe and Tan
zania used chemical wea
pons in attacks by jet 
fighters, helicopters and 
ground forces on villages in 
the Gorongosa National 
Park area of central Sofala 
province, a traditional 

' rebel stronghold. 
The spokesman. Paulo 

Oliveira, said at least 557 
villagers were killed in the 
attacks. 

·Some were shot. others 
wert! killed by chemicals 
that caused vomiting for a 
few minutes then death.' he 
said. 

Aircraft 
Mr Oliveira said Renamo 

had abandoned the area , 
before the assaults ha~be
ga n in the vicinity of 
Maringue. 

The town is near Goron
gosa. a former rebel head
quarters that has changed 
hands several times during 
the nine-year bush war. 

He said Government 
orces used Sovie t- u1 t 

'ffiG' aircraTl an frhefi
coeters m the aHacks m 
whi ch c1v1 h ans were the 
only victims. 

He said a report of the of
fensive had been tele
phoned to him in Lisbon 
from rebel contacts in 
southern Africa. 

The Renamo claim came 
as Mozambique's national 
news agency AIM said Gov
ernment troops had defeat
ed II rebel orfensive and 
overrun important guerilla 
~amps over the past month 
rn Zambezia province 
north-east of Gorongosa. ' 

There was no indepen
dent confirmation of either 
report. - (Sapa-AP) 

MNR claim capture 
or town and army base 

I 
LISBON-Mozambican 
Right-wing rebels said they 

I
I captured a strategic mili-

tary base and railway town 

I 
in a central province yes
t e r d ·a y , k i 11 i n g 8 3 
Mozambican, Zimbabwean 
and Tanzanian troops and 
three Cuban military 
advisers. 

A Mozambican National 
Resistance spokesman here 
said a force of 300 MNR 
guerillas overran the town 
of Semacueza in Sofala 
province. 

They seized three Soviet
buiIT an s. seven armour
ed ve hicles and a BM-21 
multiple rocket launcher, 
ne saicJ. 

Semacueza is 50 km north I 
of Mozambique's second 
city and port of Beira on 
the main railway line lead
ing north-west to Tete prov
ince and Malawi. 

The spokesman said the 
attack was aimed at head
ing off an attempt by the 
Mozambican Army and its 
Zimbabwean and Tanzani
an allies to recapture the 
rebel-held town of Muanza, 
about 20 km farther north 
on the railway line. 

He added that 15 Govern
ment soldiers were cap
tured and 35 military trucks 
were seized. (Sapa
Reuter) 
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